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The “Palette House Ikotto” refers to a new type of housing that got started in April, 2010, by the 

“Non-Profit-Organization Palette” in order to accommodate both those with and without intellectual 

disabilities without caregivers. 

 

I would like to talk about how the Ikotto project was launched, how it proceeded to completion, and 

the way residents actually live. 

 

■Background of the Project 

At present, more than 80% of those with intellectually disabilities in Japan live either with their 

parents or in welfare institutions for them. 

Some of those with disabilities, however, are capable of taking care of themselves, and this made us 

believe that they can live independently if they can live with some other “people” in the same house.  

Given this background, the “House Building Project” got under way in January, 2009, as a joint 

project with Tokyo Mokkosho Co., Ltd. In this project, the company offered land and did house 

construction free of charge, and then, after its completion, “Pallet” has had the entire building leased 

to them for its management. Leasing fees are paid out of monthly rents. 

 

■Process to its completion 

In the planning stage of the project, 25 people got together twice a month in a meeting room that 

Tokyo Mokkosho, the joint partner, offered. They included student- and other volunteers with careers, 

people with disabilities, their parents, Palette’s staffers, and professional architects. Discussion at 

those meetings focused upon the project mission, the overview of the building, and challenges and 

their solutions.  

 

Kanamori I wanted to live in Ikotto and took part in the workshop halfway through. I discussed with 

other workshop members such topics as the name of the building and the colors of walls and 

bathrooms. The most difficult decision to reach was the name of house, for which Ikotto was adopted. 

We invited and got from the public some 40 possible names. We discussed together and finally 



picked one. My idea was unfortunately not adopted. 

 

The name “Ikotto” has double meanings in Japanese, one being “Ikoi (relaxation)”, and the other 

“Ikotto (Let’s go)”. Another benefit of the word is that it sounds phonetically similar to “Palette”, 

and sounds familiar. 

 

■The overview of and the rules at Ikotto 

Ikotto, a three-story building, has one room on the first floor, four rooms on the second floor, and 

three others on the top floor. Each room measures about 10 square meters. The first floor has a 

commonly accessible dining room-cum-kitchen and a living room that have the area of some 32 

square meters. That is where people have meals and mingle with each other. Each floor has a toilette. 

The first floor has a bathtub that everybody can use. The second and third floors have shower rooms 

for residents and each floor has 2 laundries and 2 refrigerators. 

 

・The rules for shared living. 

Kanamori Since eight people with different values live together under one roof, we have a monthly 

meeting of residents in order to reconfirm rules and find solutions to any problems facing us. We also 

have six roles and responsibilities assigned to each resident for shared living. They include cleaning, 

stocking supplies, keeping things neat and tidy, recording, taking out the garbage, and accounting. 

I coordinate residents as the sub- leader of Ikotto. 

・For shared equipment and supplies 

We use and let other use the shared equipment. Once anyone uses the common area, he is supposed 

to clean it so that the next user can use it comfortably. People in charge of supplies and accounting 

work together to make sure that supplies like detergent and rice are purchased and available. 

Purchases are explained at the monthly meeting, and the residents pay their share of the cost. 

 

■The Way the Residents Live there 

Kanamori I used to live in a halfway house and decided to live in Ikotto so that I could study more 

and become independent.  

My father consented to my plan to live in Ikotto. I enjoy living there very much. I particularly like 

chatting with other residents in the living room and eating out from time to time.  

I also feel very happy when other residents welcome me home when I come back in the evening after 

work.  

I usually get up around five thirty in the morning to eat toast and drink coffee with milk. Then, I 

clean the living room and check sports events’ results on TV. I leave Ikotto for work around six thirty. 



I stop working around five in the evening, and reach home around six o’clock if I have nothing else 

to do. More often than not I have my dinner on the way home. After coming home, I do my washing, 

or watch TV in the living room, and then have a bath before going to bed around ten thirty. 

 

My monthly rent is 73,000 yen. Besides, I pay 5,000 yen for utility per month. I personally make 

bank transfer to pay my rent. My father taught me how to make bank transfer. Besides rents and 

utility, I also pay 1,000 yen to cover the cost of supplies. A friend of mine comes and stays overnight 

with me once a month or so. 

 

Inazawa I used to live with my parents before moving into Ikotto. I began living alone for the first 

time when I relocated to Ikotto. I had had interest in living in a shared house for a long time. I did 

not have anxiety about living with people with disabilities. That is probably because I did not take 

any academic training of welfare previously and did not have any preconceived idea about 

disabilities. Rather, I had had some previous opportunities to have contact with people with 

disabilities and enjoy leisure with them through my four-year long volunteer activities at an NPO. 

One of the major reasons for my decision to live in Ikotto was its good location. If it were located in 

the suburbs instead of the city center, away from my workplace, I would not be living there. 

Whether disabled or not, it is not easy for eight people with different ages, genders and upbringings 

to live together. It is also a lot of work to find solutions to any issues that have cropped up, including 

thorough explanations about what is at issue, and possible compromise that people can make for 

everyone’s acceptance of proposed solutions.  

While we consider it very important to communicate well among the residents of Ikotto, we have 

very limited contact among ourselves as people with disabilities and those without have different life 

patterns and have limited exposure to each other. To improve communication, we use a message 

board and notebooks, and cell-phone mail.  

Ikotto is just a year-and-half old undertaking, and we will come to have a clearer view of its 

significance and problems to deal with as time goes by. 

 

■Closing 

Kanamori I would like to live in Ikotto forever. I would also like to teach any newcomers about a 

variety of things.  

Ikotto has only 8 rooms. I would like to recommend it to my friends if we had more rooms available. 

As a grownup, I think that we should not keep dependent on our parents, and we should do whatever 

we can do ourselves. I would like to encourage others to experience independent living by residing 

here. I believe that anybody can live independently.  


